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Abstract

Serpentinization ubiquitously affects ultramafic rocks that interact with water, with strong implications for the origin of ancient

microbial ecosystems, the chemical budget of the ocean, and the rheology of the oceanic crust. The increase in volume associated

with this reaction, and its consequences for reaction progress, have been debated for over a century. Serpentine minerals are

˜40% more voluminous than olivine, which suggests that fully serpentinized peridotite should have negative, or at least very low,

porosity. Recent studies have proposed that self-propagating, reaction-driven fracturing can facilitate serpentinization reactions,

but the nanoscale mechanisms by which fluid is transported through serpentinized fractures in order to react with fresh olivine

surfaces remain poorly understood. To address this issue, we studied a sample of serpentinized harzburgite collected during

ODP expedition 209 at site 1274, using Focused Ion Beam – Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM)-assisted tomography.

We specifically targeted the interface between the serpentinized peridotite and the unaltered primary mineralogy. The resultant

images illustrate the presence of nanopores within the serpentine alteration products, primarily at the interface with the

unreplaced minerals. Importantly, no pores were observed in the serpentine away from the grain boundaries with olivine,

suggesting that these nanopores form during the initial stage of reaction, and then disappear with further reaction progress.

We argue that the observed nanoporosity is an intrinsic feature of the serpentinization reaction, and that its transient presence

during serpentinization is vital for facilitating reaction progress. We suggest that the transient nature of the pores arises from

the opposing kinetics and thermodynamics of the replacement reaction. The former promotes the formation of voids that

enhance the advective transport of fluids to the reaction front, while the latter drives the reduction of pore space by means of

recrystallization of the serpentine aggregates and minimization of the interfacial energy.
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The FIB-SEM analysis highlighted the presence of two types of pores:

• A channeled wormhole-like porous network found at the reaction front in

both datasets (Fig. 4, 7). This porosity shows a preferential orientation

parallel to the grain boundaries of the partly replaced olivine. This structure

is interpreted as evidence of the incipient stage of replacement, entailing

that serpentinization is initially dominated by the dissolution of olivine.

• A smaller nanoporosity identified in the higher resolution dataset MAR02

(Fig. 7). It is found at a distance from the reaction front and is scattered

throughout the fully replaced serpentine matrix. Importantly, it is subparallel

to the coarser channeled porosity. It is interpreted as the product of an

advanced stage of alteration, when the reaction approaches equilibrium

and the precipitation of serpentine minerals dominates over dissolution,

thus partially clogging the channeled porosity. The nanoporosity represents

the remnants of what initially was channeled porosity.

The FIB-SEM data identify nanoporous structures that are evidence of the

dynamic evolution and transient nature of porosity in serpentinites. The

subparallel orientation of the pores has likely been inherited from a primary

crystallographic-preferred orientation (CPO), originally formed as a magmatic

texture in the peridotite and subsequently transferred to the alteration

products. The latter interpretation bears strong implications for the extent of

serpentinization achievable in natural settings, since primary CPOs would

control the direction of fluid transport and hence the direction of propagation

of the serpentinization front. This hypothesis will be tested in the future by

correlating the FIB-SEM datasets presented in this study with EBSD mapping

data from the same sample.

The presence of a channelized transient porosity at the reaction front offers

insights on the replacement mechanism. However, the total volume fraction of

the porosity (0.7% in MAR01; 0.3% in MAR02) is too low to account for the

porosity values shown in Fig. 1. It is likely that porosity measurements without

a confining pressure produce unrepresentative values, since voids open due

to decompression when samples are brought to the surface. This hypothesis

will be tested by performing neutron scattering experiments to measure the

nanoporosity content of serpentinite samples under a confining pressure.

Olivine and pyroxene are the main components of

peridotites, which are ultramafic rocks widely exposed at

mid-ocean ridges, subduction settings and ophiolites.

When they interact with seawater under upper

lithospheric temperatures, they undergo a hydration

reaction that alters them to serpentine minerals and can

be represented by chemical equations as:

𝑀𝑔𝑆𝑖𝑂3 +𝑀𝑔2𝑆𝑖𝑂4 + 2𝐻2𝑂 = 𝑀𝑔3𝑆𝑖2𝑂5 𝑂𝐻 4 (1)

𝑝𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑒 + 𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒

2𝑀𝑔2𝑆𝑖𝑂4 + 3𝐻2𝑂 = 𝑀𝑔3𝑆𝑖2𝑂5 𝑂𝐻 4 +𝑀𝑔 𝑂𝐻 2 (2)

𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒

These reactions involve a solid molar volume increase of

up to 50%, corresponding to a density decrease from 3.3

g/cm3 of a fresh peridotite to ~2.5 g/cm3 of a completely

serpentinized rock (Toft et al., 1990). A density decrease

of such magnitude bears strong implications for the

rheology and geodynamic behavior of the oceanic

lithosphere.

Serpentinization reactions are kinetically fast, thus

controlled by the supply of reactants through the rock’s

porous network. In principle, the volume increase

associated with serpentinization should clog any void and

stop the reaction, which is in contrast with the observation

of natural peridotites that are completely serpentinized

(Hopson et al., 1981). Several datasets (Diamantis et al.,

2009; Tutolo et al., 2016) suggest that the porosity

content of serpentinites increases with the alteration

degree (Fig. 1).

Reaction-induced fracturing is a mechanism that can

explain the generation of porosity during serpentinization

due to a “pressure of crystallization” exerted by growing

serpentine crystals in their surroundings. When pressure

exceeds the local minimum principal stress, fracturing

occurs (Kelemen and Hirth, 2012; Plümper et al., 2012).

This mechanism entails a positive feedback between the

chemical reaction, which causes a volume expansion that

leads to fracturing, and enhanced transport along the

newly formed pores, which allows the reaction to proceed

to completion. With the present study we aim to identify

the presence of pores at the serpentinization front and

examine the role that porosity plays in serpentinization

reactions.

One thin section made from the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) core sample 209/1274A/3R/1/61-71 was analysed

with a FEI Helios NanoLab™ 660 DualBeam SEM/FIB at Utrecht University (NL) to produce two focused ion beam

scansion electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) tomographic datasets:

• MAR01 – with a voxel resolution of 7.71 nm in the XY directions and 10 nm along Z

• MAR02 – with a voxel resolution of 1.69 nm in the XY directions and 10 nm along Z

A FIB-SEM apparatus integrates the traditional SEM with an ion gun and a sample stage that can be tilted to obtain

an angle of 50° to 60° between the electron beam and a focused ion beam (usually Gallium). The ion beam mills a

series of consecutive nanometric slices. After one slice is removed, the system collects a back-scattered electron

(BSE) image (Fig. 2). This allows to obtain a stack of 2D images that can be reconstructed in 3D with image

processing software. The datasets MAR01 and MAR02 where processed at the University of Calgary with the 3D

visualization and data analysis packages Pergeos and ImageJ. Subvolumes of ~ 32 μm3 and 7 μm3 were selected

respectively from MAR01 and MAR02 to be rendered in 3D for microstructural quantification.
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Legend: 
Ol = Olivine; Liz = Lizardite (serpentine polymorph)
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Fig. 4 Dataset MAR01, grey intensity image. Zoom in on the left portion of Fig. 3.
The contrast of the image has been enhanced to highlight the microstructures.
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Fig. 3 Dataset MAR01, FIB-SEM image. Dark grey = serpentine, light grey = olivine, bright
particle on the right = magnetite. Height of the field of view = 7.893 μm, width = 11.84
μm. The curved bands on the sides and bottom part of the image are made of amorphous
material redeposited after the ion milling.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the FIB-SEM
apparatus. The carbon coating shown in figure is
applied with a gas injector. It prevents charging on the
surface of the sample, which would generate artefacts
in the output images. Gold and platinum are typical
materials used in place of carbon. After Iwai et al.
(2010).

Fig. 5 Dataset MAR01, 3D rendering of the segmented porous
network, showing subparallel channels stretching along the z
direction. The orthoslice shown in Fig. 4 is displayed to highlight the
correspondence between the imaged and segmented pores. The
dimensions of the bounding box are 3.38 μm x 2.48 μm x 3.83 μm.

Fig. 6 Dataset MAR02, FIB-SEM image. Dark grey = serpentine, light grey = olivine. Height
of the field of view = 3.45 μm, width = 5.18 μm.

Fig. 7 Dataset MAR02, grey intensity image. Zoom in of Fig.
6. Both the contrast and brightness of the image have been
adjusted to reveal the presence of nanopores within the
serpentine matrix.

Fig. 8 Dataset MAR02, 3D rendering of the segmented porous network.
Subparallel channels are present as in Fig. 5. In addition, this higher-resolution
dataset shows a population of smaller nanopores that are scattered in the
serpentine matrix and have a preferential orientation parallel to that of the main
channels. The orthoslice shown in Fig. 4 is displayed to highlight the
correspondence between the imaged and segmented pores. The dimensions of
the bounding box are 2.45 μm x 2.55 μm x 1.17 μm.

Fig. 9 Pore size distribution of
dataset MAR01 (lower resolution
dataset). Number of bins = 30.
The y axis reports the 3D volume
of the pores and the x axis the
maximum Feret diameter. The
distribution shows at least two
main population of pores:
channels at high pore’s lengths
and smaller particles at lower
lengths.

Fig. 10 Pore size distribution of
dataset MAR02. Number of bins =
30. The y and x axis are the same
as in Fig. 9. The bimodal
distribution of pore sizes is more
evident than in MAR01. The higher
resolution of this second dataset
allowed to record the volumetric
contribution of the nanoporosity,
which accounts for more than
twice as much volume as the
channeled porosity.

Fig. 1 Relationship
between the
serpentinization
degree and the
effective porosity of
the rock. The standard
deviations of the
effective porosity and
serpentinization % are
1.03 % and 7.25 %,
respectively. Data after
Diamantis et al.
(2009).
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